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Thomas Edison patented a fuse for his electrical distribution system in Over years later, fuses
are still used to protect electrical wiring and equipment from damage due to surges and
overload conditions. If you think that the fuse predated the circuit breaker by decades, you
would be right, sort of. Thomas Edison patented a circuit breaker design in , eleven years before
his fuse patent, even though the use of fuses predates that. Thomas Edison must have gotten
the idea to patent the fuse after watching all of those early light bulb filaments melt before his
eyes. With both of these types of circuit protection being around since the post-U. Civil War
reconstruction era, which one is better? If you read the literature from a company that primarily
makes electrical fuses for industrial applications, the fuse is a superior solution. So, which is it?
After reading a lot of literature on both sides of the argument, the answer is both, or neither. If
one was the runaway winner for all applications, we would know by now. A circuit breaker is an
electromechanical device. Even the simplest circuit breaker is more complicated than the most
complicated fuse. Where does this leave us? Fuses offer circuit protection that is inexpensive,
straightforward and fast protection. Their faster circuit protection time is perhaps their biggest
benefit over circuit breakers. This is important when protecting sensitive electronic equipment.
Circuit breakers provide better protection for three-phase applications. Because circuit breakers
are NOT sacrificial, do not require replacement, as a fuse does, power can be more quickly
restored without the need to hunt down a spare fuse. Consider the application , where it will be
located, remote or local , and the operating environment. Both fuses and circuit breakers will
continue to have their place in electrical equipment installations. Disclaimer: The content
provided is intended solely for general information purposes and is provided with the
understanding that the authors and publishers are not herein engaged in rendering engineering
or other professional advice or services. The practice of engineering is driven by site-specific
circumstances unique to each project. Consequently, any use of this information should be
done only in consultation with a qualified and licensed professional who can take into account
all relevant factors and desired outcomes. The information was posted with reasonable care and
attention. However, it is possible that some information is incomplete, incorrect, or inapplicable
to particular circumstances or conditions. We do not accept liability for direct or indirect losses
resulting from using, relying or acting upon information in this blog post. Circuit Breaker or
Fuse? Introduction Thomas Edison patented a fuse for his electrical distribution system in What
are the benefits of a circuit breaker, over a fuse? Circuit breakers are dead front. Fuses have
exposed live parts. Circuit breakers can be tested for proper operation. To truly test a fuse, it
would need to be destroyed in the process. It is a sacrificial device. A fuse can arc, if replaced
under power. Despite the instructions from the manufacturer NOT to replace a fuse under
power. There are some new busbar miniature circuit breaker systems that are designed to have
the breakers replaced under power, but adoption has not been wide spread. A fuse does not
offer magnetic protection, only thermal. This dual trip-curve feature of a circuit breaker makes
them unique compared to fuses. Circuit breakers have external status indication. Some fuses
offer an external fuse blown indication. A blown fuse can be easily replaced with the wrong size,
or even jerry-rigged using a wire or small copper bar to replace the fuse creating a safety issue.
Start-up tripping is an issue with fuses need to oversize the fuse for inrush current. Fuses can
require larger wiring to compensate for inrush current. A circuit breaker can provide ground
fault protection, a fuse cannot. Single phasing on three-phase loads does not happen with a
three-pole circuit breaker. All circuits trip at once. Using individual fuses for a three-phase
power can result in single phasing and equipment damage. Fuses are simple and straight
forward to use. Fuses trip faster than a circuit breaker. Fuses are initially less expensive than
circuit breakers. Fuses have a smaller footprint in a control cabinet. There are a variety of fuse
types for different applications. Fuses can be more reliable over time, because they do not have
moving parts. Fuses do not require regular maintenance. Molded Case Circuit Breakers and
others, do. Because a fuse is replaced every time after an overcurrent trip, the same level of
circuit protection performance is guaranteed. A circuit breaker can wear out if it trips too many
times. Our Products. Cam Switches. Control Stations. Definite Purpose Contactors. Disconnect
Switches. DOL Starters. Electronic Timing Relays. General Purpose Relays. Legend Plates.
Miniature Circuit Breakers. Motor Control. Overload Relays. Terminal Blocks â€” High Density.
Terminal Blocks â€” IEC. Tower Lights. Wiring Cable Duct. About c3. Customer First. Request
Catalog. Request Free Samples. My Account. When things do not work on your car like the
stereo, headlights, or dome light the first thing you should test is the circuit breakers. This
saves a lot of time and money. Using a volt meter and basic car knowledge you will be able to
test all your circuit breakers with relative ease. Turn the car off, if it is on, and then locate the

car's fuse box. The fuse box is typically mounted under the dashboard on the driver's side, or
near the glove box on the passenger side. Gain access to the fuse box and remove whatever is
in the way if necessary with a screwdriver. This might include interior paneling and dashboard
trim. Remove the circuit you intend to test with your fingers. Turn on the car. Touch one of the
voltmeter's metal prongs to the positive connector called the "hot" connector, on one side of
the circuit board, and the other metal prong to the "cold" or negative terminal in the circuit
board. Read the resulting voltage which displays on digital voltmeters in numeral form, or
through a needle dial gauge reading in traditional voltmeters. Repeat the test as necessary to
confirm your readings. If there is no voltage, it means the circuit is dead and there is a problem
with the board or the wiring to the board. Turn the car on and off again, and retest the circuit to
confirm this reading. Steve Smith has published articles on a wide range of topics including
cars, travel, lifestyle, business, golf, weddings and careers. His articles, features and news
stories have appeared in newspapers, consumer magazines and on various websites. Step 1
Turn the car off, if it is on, and then locate the car's fuse box. Step 2 Gain access to the fuse box
and remove whatever is in the way if necessary with a screwdriver. Step 3 Remove the circuit
you intend to test with your fingers. You are not logged in, either login or create an account to
post comments. Interested in some online meetups? Come talk about it. Fuses and Circuit
Breakers, Removable and Non-? If it matters, when I think of fuses and circuit breakers, I think
primarily of automotive fuses and circuit breakers due to an early summer job. Both fuses and
circuit breakers are electrical devices that protect an electrical circuit from an overcurrent
condition that could cause dangerous overheating of the wire conductors. Both devices are
connected in series with the load so that all of the current in the circuit passes through the fuse
or circuit breaker. The device opens the circuit to interrupt the current in an overload condition.
A fuse has a small wire or metal strip inside like the filament of a light bulb. The filament is
carefully designed to be of such a size that when too much current flow through it, it gets hot
enough to fuse melt which causes the filament to come apart and stop the flow of current. A
fuse is a sacrificial or one-time device. When the filament breaks, you have to remove the
burned out fuse and replace it with a new one, just like a burned out light bulb. A circuit breaker
is a switch in which current flows between two contacts in the switch. The switch is similar to
the light switch on your wall. A circuit breaker has a spring and devices inside that when they
sense too much current, triggers the spring to open the switch, sort of like a mousetrap. A
circuit breaker can also be switched manually just like a wall switch. The major difference
between a fuse and a circuit breaker is that a fuse can only trigger once and then has to be
replaced like a light bulb. A circuit breaker can be switched back on either automatically or
manually like a light switch after the circuit fault is fixed. Fuse: a piece of metal engineered to
melt, or fuse, into two pieces at a specific energy level. Once triggered, must be replaced.
Circuit breaker: a piece of metal or two pieces of two metals engineered to bend, or flex, into a
new position at a specific energy level. After triggering, it can be mechanically restored to the
functioning position. Both are safety devices designed to break an overloaded circuit, powered
by the overload itself. One is a little glass doodad, one is an engineered component.
Colloquially, it's still common for people to refer to a modern circuit breaker panel as a 'fuse
box', its early 20th century equivalent. At a simple level, both fuses and circuit breakers are
trying to do the same thing, but they work a little differently. The purpose of both fuses and
circuit breakers is to disconnect an electrical circuit when too much current is flowing through
it overcurrent. The purpose of fuses and circuit breakers is a safety device that performs the
action "if there's too much current, disconnect the circuit. It's essentially a wire, usually
wrapped in glass or plastic, that's designed to break if too much current goes through it. If that
happens, the wire melts and the fuse needs to be replaced. The idea is that it's better for the
fuse, which is carefully designed to break if there's a specific amount of current, to break than it
is for the overcurrent to cause damage or start a fire. A circuit breaker , on the other hand, is a
type of switch just like a light switch. Normally, the switch is turned on. If too much current is
flowing through the circuit, the switch turns off. Unlike a fuse, nothing physically breaks when
this happens, so the switch can be turned back on again after the problem is solved. Some
circuit breakers can do other fancier things like switch themselves off if they detect other types
of potentially dangerous problems with the circuit besides overcurrent, but you don't need to
care about that if you don't want to. Both fuses and circuit breakers will have a label on them
showing how much current they consider to be "too much. Analogy time. Imagine we have a
bathtub we want to fill. We don't want that to happen again, so we install a fuse into the tap. If
we want to try to turn the water back on again after we fix the plumbing, we need to replace the
fuse with a new one. Or we can put in a circuit breaker instead. If we want to try to turn the water
back on again, we need to turn the switch back on. Those were some of the best replies to any
question I've seen so far, and I'm reluctant to try to add to them. However, Jackflash's statement

on what the fuse protects is worth emphasizing. A circuit breaker doesn't care what's plugged
into the outlet. If your toaster shorts out and suddenly conducts a hundred times as much
electricity as it should, the wires in your walls can easily get hot enough to light fires. This is
bad anywhere, but especially so inside a wall where you probably won't spot a fire until it's too
late. The breaker protects the wires, and your toaster doesn't matter at all. For this reason a
fuse or breaker is sized to the load the wiring can take. If you run 20 amps of appliances on a
circuit with a 15 amp breaker, it'll turn off the current. That's an irritation I live in a house that
was wired in but it's wonderful, because once or twice a week a circuit breaker doesn't let my
house burn down. It's tempting to replace a fuse with a washer or a circuit breaker with a bigger
one, but you're literally playing with fire. People have done a great job of explaining how fuses
and breakers work, but if you're not sure what you're dealing with, here are some visual aids: If
a building has circuit breakers they will be in a breaker box , which some people will sometimes
refer to as a "fuse box. Something that may be throwing you off, but may also be useful: In
home wiring, fuses are almost universally of the Edison type - they screw into what looks like a
light bulb socket. After replacing fuses over and over at the old house I lived in turns out some
wiring in a wall was shorting, but it was blowing the fuse too fast for me to even do diagnostics ,
I discovered a product that is reset-able - a circuit breaker - but is made to screw into fuse
Edison screw-type sockets. These little buggers saved me a lot of pain and suffering - no more
stocking up on fuses, only to blow the last one when you're setting up for a party and have to
run to the hardware store that closes in five minutes. Reviewing your question, I notice that
you're coming from an automotive setting. In cars, the fuses or in older cars, fusible links burn
out, and must be replaced. Same as houses. Circuit breakers in cars, though, sometimes have
an extra twist - they're self-resetting. That may be where the confusion is coming from. Over
and over. That's why old cars made the clicky-clicky noise when the blinkers or flashers were
on - a little wire passing power to the blinker bulbs, breaking the circuit, then resetting and
passing power again. Nowadays, it's computer controlled, but the skeuomorphism of the clicky
noise remains Think of them as reset-able fuses. These for example , will fit in most places that
call for a regular ATC blade-style fuses, but are resetable. Second interesting sidenote: as
notsnot have mentioned, the older blinker boxes 4-way switches? One way you know one of the
bulbs "broke" was it stopped blinking. That's because the circuit is no longer complete, so it is
no longer triggering the click-click circuits inside. Some of them will let you put in different
wattage bulbs to control the blink rate. Many automotive turn-signal circuits were wired to use
the resistance of the bulb as part of the delay, and a broken bulb would make the relay click
faster as an audible indication you had a problem since you can't typically see the turn signal
bulb from inside the car. Some cars still do this even if the bulb is now controlled by solid-state
means. Something else to note about circuit breakers is that they can also do more than just
trip for an overcurrent situation. They're similar to the ones you use in a bathroom or kitchen
but they can service an entire circuit. You may be wondering why anyone would still use fuses
instead of circuit breakers in building power applications if circuit breakers have so many
advantages over fuses. Circuit breakers are mechanical devices and for a variety of reasons can
fail to operate. There are way more options to accomplish this with fuses than circuit breakers.
Although I've highlighted two in particular, my thanks to everyone who responded. Additional
thanks to Mitheral who answered an additional question that my mind posed late at night but I
had not yet posted in the thread. Tags circuit. A battery disconnect switch is a switch that is
installed in an electrical system that runs between a battery and its load. Its purpose is to allow
an operator to disconnect the current running through the vehicle or piece of equipment. Road
salt corrosion to the electrical system can cause short circuits which can result in a vehicle fire.
By quickly activating the battery switch and cutting off the power in the vehicle, the battery
disconnect switch can limit damage to the vehicle and injuries to the occupants. It also helps to
provide a safe
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environment for performing maintenance and repairs on the vehicle or equipment. The battery
switch ensures mechanics that the vehicle is shut down during maintenance. It can protect the
vehicle from theft or unauthorized users by utilizing a key or a lock-out tag-out accessory. By
shutting off the current, it can also eliminate parasitic loads from draining the battery
unnecessarily. A Master Battery Disconnect Switch is designed to quickly cut off the battery
from the electrical circuit by disconnecting either the positive or ground wires. Single Pole
switches are designed to control one circuit. Double pole switches are designed to control two
circuits. The M Battery Selector Switch can create a circuit in three different positions. Manual

Battery Disconnects. Remote Battery Disconnects. CART 0. ISO Registered. Pico Fuse Micro
Fuse 2. Battery Disconnect Switches A battery disconnect switch is a switch that is installed in
an electrical system that runs between a battery and its load.

